5.4.2.9 Sweeper

The village sweepers are referred to by the pronouns avan and atu. The pronominal terminations used for them are -ain and -ocu or -um.

The forward and backward community informants refer to them by the pronoun avan, and use the pronominal termination -ain.

The forward and backward community professionals and the scheduled community informants use the pronoun atu to refer to him and use the pronominal terminations -ocu and -um to him.

5.4.2.10 Grocery Shop Keepers

The grocery shop keepers are referred to by the terms avar and avan. The pronominal terminations used for them are -air and -ain.

The speakers of the forward and backward communities refer to them by the terms avar and avan. They use the pronominal terminations -air and -ain. Here, the context plays a vital role